Key Terms
Lesson 7 – Sociology: The Divine Imprint

Intimate Three: The three social institutions where the Divine Imprint of intimacy and oneness is clearly seen: God and man, family and church. The "oneness" in these three spheres (i.e. the husband and wife become "one") reflect the "oneness" and intimacy within the triune nature of God.

Order: An organized state, with elements arranged properly, neatly, or harmoniously.

Qualitative: Relating to or based on the quality or character of something.

Social Institutions/Social Spheres/Social Systems: Del lists six social systems: Family, Church, God and Man, State, Labor, and Community, with the triune nature of God as the 7th. Each of these systems are created by God and have distinct roles and responsibilities for the members within the sphere.

Social Order: God's design of social institutions, the function of those social institutions within society, and the roles and responsibilities of individuals within those institutions.

Submission: A willingness to operate under the authority of another. This is a divine attribute of God as evidence by the Son submitting to the Father. Submission is therefore found in God's design of social order, for example, the wife submitting to her husband.

System: A complex body of related elements organized into a complex whole.

The Divine Imprint/The Divine Mark: With respect to God's design of social order, it is the relational aspect of our nature that reflects the relational community within the Godhead. This imprint has been stamped upon individuals and social institutions. Intimacy, union, communion, fellowship, love, and community, are all character traits we share with God.

Trinity: The biblical understanding that God is one in essence, yet exists in three distinct persons: Father Son, and Holy Spirit. Each are fully God, and each performs unique roles. All three are one in essence, not three separate gods.

Visceral: Proceeding from instinct rather than reasoned thinking; dealing with crude or elemental emotions.

Willy-nilly: In a disorganized, unplanned manner; haphazardly